Phonons and elasticity of cementite through the Curie temperature
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Phonon partial densities of states (pDOS) of $^{57}$Fe$_3$C were measured from cryogenic temperatures through the Curie transition at 460 K using nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering. The cementite pDOS reveal that low-energy acoustic phonons shift to higher energies (stiffen) with temperature before the magnetic transition. This unexpected stiffening suggests strongly nonharmonic vibrational behavior that impacts the thermodynamics and elastic properties of cementite. Density functional theory calculations reproduced the anomalous stiffening observed experimentally in cementite by accounting for phonon-phonon interactions at finite temperatures. The calculations show that the low-energy acoustic phonon branches with polarizations along the [010] direction are largely responsible for the anomalous thermal stiffening. The effect was further localized to the motions of the Fe$_{II}$ site within the orthorhombic structure, which participates disproportionately in the anomalous phonon stiffening.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cementite, Fe$_3$C, is the most common carbide in steels. Accordingly it has gathered much interest for its significant role in thermomechanical processing and how its presence in different microstructures affects material properties [1,2]. Cementite has also been considered as a candidate phase for the Earth’s inner core, motivating a variety of studies at elevated pressures [3]. Despite the longstanding metallurgical interest in Fe$_3$C, many of its physical properties are still poorly constrained, because cementite is metastable at ambient conditions, requiring high pressures to synthesize the pure compound [4,5].

Cementite has an orthorhombic structure with the Pnma space group. The Fe atoms occupy the general 8d site (Fe$_{II}$) and the special 4c site (Fe$_{I}$). The carbon atoms also occupy the 4c site, with prismatically coordinated positions between the Fe atoms, as shown in Fig. 1. Both Fe sites have C atoms in the first-nearest-neighbor coordination shell, and a second-nearest-neighbor shell composed mostly of Fe-Fe bonds, with the closest Fe-Fe bond existing between Fe$_{II}$ atoms along the b axis [7]. Cementite is ferromagnetically ordered at ambient pressures below 460 K, and at ambient temperatures below 7 GPa [8,9].

The temperature-dependent thermal expansion of Fe$_3$C, evaluated by neutron diffraction, exhibited unusual magneto-volume behavior, including regions of anomalously small and anisotropic thermal expansion in the ferromagnetic phase [10]. High pressure studies of structure and magnetism showed that cementite exhibits magneto-volume anomalies similar to those of Invar alloys [11–15]. The temperature-dependent heat capacity of cementite remains poorly constrained by a wide range of experimental values reported on samples of varying origin and purity, and the high-temperature stability of Fe$_3$C is still controversial [10,16–20]. Without detailed experimental information for cementite, thermodynamic assessments of Fe$_3$C must rely on computational models [20]. However, quasiharmonic density functional theory calculations of Fe$_3$C are unable to reproduce the anomalous thermal expansion of the ferromagnetic phase [21].

The elastic properties of cementite are critical for understanding its role in strengthening steels, but comprehensive experimental studies are unavailable. First-principles studies indicate that ferromagnetic cementite has an unusually high elastic and shear anisotropy [19,22–24]. There are also computational predictions of strain stiffening in cementite under extreme deformations in specific crystal orientations [23]. The limited number of experimental studies of elastic behavior report that cementite does appear anisotropic, but not to the extent predicted by density functional theory [25,26]. An ultrasonic study of the elastic properties of Fe$_3$C reported anomalous thermal behavior at low temperatures [27]. The anisotropic elastic behavior of cementite is likely linked to its complex anisotropic magnetovolume behavior.

Here we report vibrational spectra of Fe$_3$C from cryogenic temperatures through its magnetic transition to help elucidate the underlying physics in this material. These measurements with supporting calculations provide the vibrational entropy of Fe$_3$C, and how it changes through the magnetic transition. We observe anomalous thermal stiffening of the low-energy phonons in ferromagnetic cementite. The anomalous vibrational trends are strongly correlated with the Fe$_{II}$ sublattice and phonons polarized along the b axis. The elastic behavior was calculated and compared to the low-energy vibrational modes, and the elevated temperature phonon behavior provides information on the thermal trends in elastic moduli. The thermal trends of phonons and elastic constants undergo changes at the Curie temperature, suggestive of changes in magnon-phonon interactions.

II. METHODOLOGIES

A. Experiment

High pressure, high temperature synthesis was used to prepare $^{57}$Fe$_3$C at stoichiometric composition. The material
was prepared by placing 95% isotopically enriched $^{57}$Fe powder and graphite powder inside a MgO crucible. The crucible was placed inside a large volume press where it was held at 1 GPa and 1373 K for 102 h as in Walker et al. [28]. Pieces of the MgO crucible were visually and magnetically separated from the $^{57}$Fe$_3$C crystals, which were ground into powder under acetone. The experimental lattice parameters of $^{57}$Fe$_3$C at 300 K were confirmed by powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a laboratory Cu K-α source and Reitveld refinement, giving interplanar spacings very similar to synchrotron XRD measurements on other samples of Fe$_3$C generated by similar high pressure synthesis methods [29,30]. No iron impurity phases were observed in the sample. Comparisons are provided in the Supplemental Material [31].

Nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) measurements were performed on $^{57}$Fe$_3$C at temperatures between 14 and 600 K. NRIXS is a low background technique that provides direct access to the phonon partial density of states (pDOS) of $^{57}$Fe [32,33]. Measurements were performed at beamline 16ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory using a radiative heating furnace [34]. For high-temperature measurements the powder sample was mounted on a thermocouple using Cotronics Cermabond 7020 alumina-based ceramic compound. The NRIXS measurements performed below room temperature employed a He flow Be-dome cryostat, with the Fe$_3$C powder mounted with cryogenic vacuum grease. The temperatures were accurate to within ±20 K, where ambiguity comes from comparing the furnace thermocouple measurements to NRIXS-derived detailed balance temperature calculations following procedures described in the literature [35,36].

An avalanche photodiode was positioned at approximately 90° from the incident beam to collect incoherently reradiated photons. The incident photon energy was tuned to 14,413 KeV using a high-resolution silicon crystal monochromator to provide a narrow distribution of energies with a FWHM of 2.3 meV. The incident photon energy was scanned through a range of ±170 meV, centered on the nuclear resonant energy. The Phoenix software package was used to extract the pDOS from the collected NRIXS spectra [35]. The reduction procedure assumed identical NRIXS scattering properties for both Fe sites in cementite to obtain the Fe pDOS.

B. Computation

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of ferromagnetic Fe$_3$C were performed for comparison with experimental results. The lattice parameters calculated by DFT are in reasonable agreement with previous computational studies, as reported in the Supplemental Material [31]. The vibrational spectra of Fe$_3$C were assessed by two separate methods: quasiharmonic (QH) scaled-volume calculations at 0 K, and constant-volume calculations at finite temperatures (CVFT). This allowed us to separate and distinguish the effects of quasiharmonic thermal expansion and the effects of phonon-phonon interactions in the CVFT calculations. These vibrational spectra were, in turn, used to calculate the elastic constants of cementite across a range of temperatures.

We used the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [37–40] with a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange correlation functional as parametrized by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [41] to calculate the vibrational spectra and elastic constants of cementite. For phonon calculations, we modeled cementite as a $2 \times 2 \times 3$ supercell of 192 atoms. Elastic constant calculations were derived from phonon calculations or performed directly on a 16-atom unit cell. With a $2 \times 2 \times 3$ supercell, we achieved convergence with respect to the system’s total energy and vibrational spectra using a Monkhorst-Pack [42] generated k-point mesh of $3 \times 3 \times 3$ and a plane wave energy cutoff of 800 eV. All calculations used spin-polarized electrons to model the system as ferromagnetic.

An Fe$_3$C supercell was fully relaxed to find the theoretical equilibrium lattice parameters. To calculate vibrational spectra, we introduced a random set of displacements $|u_i| \leq 192$ characteristic of temperature $T$ to the relaxed supercell of 192 atoms. The displacements $|u_i|$ were generated as a linear combination of plane waves

$$u_i = \sum_k \frac{\epsilon_k^i c_k}{m_i} \sqrt{-2 \ln \xi_1} e^{i 2 \pi \xi_2}.$$  

(1)

Here $\epsilon_k^i$ are the normal mode eigenvectors for the modes commensurate with the supercell, and $m_i$ the mass of atom $i$. The amplitudes $c_k$ are derived from the same normal modes, with the displacement length per mode given by Errea et al. [43]:

$$c_k = \sqrt{\frac{\hbar}{2 \omega_k}} \coth \left( \frac{\hbar \omega_k}{2 k_B T} \right).$$  

(2)

where $\omega_k$ are the normal mode frequencies. The numbers $\xi_1$ and $\xi_2$ are uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1 to produce the standard Box-Muller transform for generating normally distributed amplitudes. This distribution approximates the inclusion of zero-point motion. As such, the model incorporates nonzero displacements at 0 K and connects seamlessly to the classical limit at high temperature.
We thereby generated sets of displacements for a random and representative selection of points from the phase space of the system, as described by a Bose-Einstein distribution. Static DFT calculations on these structures and postprocessing by the temperature dependent effective potential (TDEP) method \cite{44–46} yielded the interatomic force constants and phonon DOS of Fe\textsubscript{3}C, for both zero and finite temperatures.

The effects of temperature were calculated in two ways. First, we calculated vibrational spectra with the quasiharmonic approximation (QH) by accounting for temperature-induced volume changes to the system while using the 0 K potential energy surface. To do this, the ground state lattice parameters were scaled by the experimental thermal expansion \cite{10} for temperatures between 0 K and 600 K in 50 K steps. Second, constant-volume finite-temperature (CVFT) calculations were performed using the equilibrium lattice parameters, but the temperature in Eq. (2) was increased to 200, 400, and 800 K, adjusting the amplitudes of displacements in the vibrational calculations to provide finite temperature effects at constant volume.

We calculated changes to the elastic constants with temperature for both the QH and CVFT series using a self-consistent method initialized with force constants obtained from phonon calculations (described further in the Supplementary Material \cite{31}). Elastic constants were also calculated from stress-strain relationships as implemented in VASP for the QH series, and by use of the Christoffel equations and low-energy phonon group velocities from the phonon dispersion relations for the CVFT series.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phonons

Nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering spectra were measured at 17 temperatures from 14 K through the magnetic transition at 460 K, up to the reported limit of material stability at 600 K \cite{10}. The NRIXS spectra were reduced to provide the \textsuperscript{57}Fe pDOS curves in Fig. 2. The pDOS show small but significant changes through this temperature range. The most apparent change is softening and broadening of the feature near 35 meV.

The lowest temperature \textsuperscript{57}Fe pDOS is compared with the 0 K DFT calculated Fe pDOS in Fig. 3. The measurement is in excellent agreement with our DFT calculations when the experimental resolution is taken into account and the energy axis is scaled by 5.5% to align the mean energies of the experimental and calculated phonon spectra. The phonon partial DOS curves from DFT show that displacements of the Fe atoms dominate the low energy phonons, while carbon atom motions dominate the higher-energy phonon branches, consistent with the relative atomic masses of the Fe and C atoms.

The average phonon energies from the Fe pDOS are plotted in Fig. 4, and compared with their QH DFT counterparts. A third curve shows the thermal softening predicted with a QH model using a thermal Gr"uneisen parameter, \( \overline{\gamma}_\text{th} \), obtained from the 300 K bulk properties of Fe\textsubscript{3}C as

\[
\overline{\gamma}_\text{th} = \frac{\alpha K_T \nu}{C_V} = 2.24,
\]

where \( K_T \) is the bulk modulus \cite{15}, \( \alpha \) is the volume thermal expansion \cite{10}, \( \nu \) is the volume per atom \cite{10}, and \( C_V \) is the heat capacity at constant volume calculated by integrating the DFT total phonon DOS. Both QH curves show similar trends.

The experimental average phonon energies are nearly constant (within experimental scatter) to the Curie temperature at 460 K. At higher temperatures, where cementite becomes paramagnetic, the phonon energies begin to decrease (or soften) with temperature. The QH DFT calculations predict a 0.2 meV decrease in mean phonon energy up to the magnetic transition. However, the near constant behavior of the mean phonon energy with temperature suggests there must be nonharmonic phonon behavior approximately equal and opposite to the phonon softening from thermal expansion. Above the Curie temperature the mean phonon energy decreases, following the trends of the QH models.

B. Vibrational entropy

At finite temperatures, vibrational entropy is the largest contribution to the total thermodynamic entropy of a material. The vibrational entropy can be obtained directly from measurements of the phonon DOS. In the case of phonon partial DOS measurements, a partial vibrational entropy is calculated

![FIG. 2. Normalized \textsuperscript{57}Fe pDOS extracted from NRIXS measurements at various temperatures. Statistical uncertainties are shown as shaded regions.](024308-3)
for a given energy $E$ [47]. There is a term that include both quasiharmonic effects and nonharmonic temperature, this expression provides accurate entropy values when experimental DOS curves are available for a given portion of the phonon DOS, especially at low temperatures. Which are more sensitive to the changes in the low-energy energy and temperature, resulting in vibrational entropy values.

The thin dashed line is the Fe pDOS mean energy from quasiharmonic calculations from a temperature invariant phonon DOS. The nonharmonic term, $\Delta S_{\text{anh}}(T)$, is defined to include the quasiharmonic contribution, $\Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{qH}}(T)$, the anharmonic phonon-phonon contribution, $\Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{PH}}(T)$, and any other contributions [48].

From the NRIXS $^{57}$Fe pDOS of cementite, we obtain a partial vibrational entropy for the $^{57}$Fe atoms shown in Fig. 5, along with results from quasiharmonic models. [The harmonic contribution to the vibrational entropy, $S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{h}}(T)$, has been subtracted to reveal the nonharmonic behavior.] The vibrational entropy derived from QH DFT and from the Grüneisen parameter model (QH $\gamma_T$) are compared with a quasiharmonic entropy calculated from high pressure NRIXS measurements [9] (QH HP model) as

$$\Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{qH}}(T) = \frac{\partial S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{qH}}(P)}{\partial V(P)} \bigg|_T \Delta V(T).$$

The NRIXS $\Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{qH}}(T)$ is lower than predicted by quasiharmonic models by 0.04 $k_B$/atom just below $T_C$, indicating a significant nonharmonic contribution that opposes the quasiharmonic contribution. The CVFT calculations do agree with the measured $S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{qH}}$, but these do not include the effects of thermal expansion. Combining our CVFT results for $S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{qH}}(T)$ with a correction for $\Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{qH}}(T)$ from QH DFT we obtain a $S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{qH}}$ at 400 K that is approximately 0.025 $k_B$/atom larger than the NRIXS derived partial vibrational entropy. This suggests that other nonharmonic effects, such as magnon-phonon interactions which contribute to the high-temperature thermodynamics of Fe [34] may be responsible for a small phonon stiffening below $T_C$.

Total vibrational entropies are obtained by combining the measured $S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{qH}}(T)$ with the calculated $S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{C}}(T)$ for each experimental temperature (provided in the Supplemental Material [31]). The total vibrational entropy values are quite close to the total vibrational entropies calculated by CVFT, provided that the calculated phonon spectra are scaled by 5.5% to align mean energies at 0 K. However, our $S_{\text{vib}}$ values are lower than the $S_{\text{vib}}$ calculated by previous DFT studies [21], by about 0.17 $k_B$/atom at $T_C$. 

\[ S_{\text{vib}}(T) = S_{\text{h}}(T) + \Delta S_{\text{anh}}(T), \]

\[ S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{qH}}(T) = S_{\text{h}}^{\text{qH}}(T) + \Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{qH}}(T), \]

\[ S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{C}}(T) = S_{\text{h}}^{\text{C}}(T) + \Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{C}}(T), \]

\[ S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{V}}(T) = S_{\text{h}}^{\text{V}}(T) + \Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{V}}(T), \]

\[ S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{PH}}(T) = S_{\text{h}}^{\text{PH}}(T) + \Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{PH}}(T), \]

\[ S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{PH}}(T) = S_{\text{h}}^{\text{PH}}(T) + \Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{PH}}(T), \]

\[ S_{\text{vib}}^{\text{PH}}(T) = S_{\text{h}}^{\text{PH}}(T) + \Delta S_{\text{anh}}^{\text{PH}}(T), \]
FIG. 6. $^{57}$Fe pDOS compared at pairs of temperatures. Phonon difference spectra are shown beneath the phonon pDOS. The inset shows the low-energy region. Statistical uncertainties are shown as shaded regions. Panel (a) shows changes over the ferromagnetic temperatures. Panel (b) shows changes above $T_C$. Panel (c) compares the spectra from the highest and lowest temperatures.

C. Low-energy phonon modes

Closer examination of the low-energy phonon spectra in Fig. 6 shows that phonons below 12 meV actually stiffen (increase in energy) as the material is heated. This thermal stiffening is the opposite of what is expected in a material that has a net volume expansion with temperature. This anomalous stiffening of the low-energy Fe-dominated phonon modes persists up to $T_C$, at which point the low-energy phonons soften with temperature.

This anomalous low-energy phonon stiffening was not reproduced by quasiharmonic calculations. The QH DFT phonon dispersions soften monotonically with temperature, so the anomalous low-energy phonon stiffening in the NRIXS pDOS cannot be attributed to (anisotropic) thermal expansion. The CVFT calculations captured the anomalous thermal stiffening of low-energy modes, as shown in Fig. 7 for 0 K and 400 K. The phonon dispersions calculated using DFT at 0 K are consistent with dispersions from previous computational studies of cementite [22]. These dispersions show that the 6–12 meV shoulder in the Fe pDOS includes the van Hove singularities from the low-energy acoustic modes, and also the lowest energy optical modes near the $\Gamma$ point. At elevated temperatures, these modes move to higher energies as shown in Fig. 7, resulting in a significant reduction of the low-energy shoulder in the Fe pDOS. These CVFT phonon dispersions are...
Fe II sites in the orthorhombic cementite structure (Fig. 8). The calculated Fe pDOS can be subdivided for the unique Fe sites in the orthorhombic cementite structure (Fig. 8).

The Fe II pDOS contains much greater intensity in the low-energy phonon shoulder that exhibits the anomalous thermal stiffening. The Fe II sites participate in these phonon modes to a lesser degree, and exhibit less thermal stiffening. Additionally, the Fe II pDOS contains the prominent feature at 35 meV, which softens with temperature, although not to the same extent as the experimental NRIXS pDOS.

The Fe II sites have the closest Fe-Fe bond distance in the cementite structure, which is aligned along the b axis [7]. The DFT calculations found that the shortest FeII-FeII bond has a longitudinal force constant that is noticeably larger than all other Fe-Fe second-nearest-neighbor bonds, with a magnitude comparable to the first-nearest-neighbor Fe-C interactions. The anomalous thermal stiffening of the modes below 12 meV can be reproduced by incorporating the CVFT thermal trends of the FeII-FeII and FeII-C atomic force constants into phonon calculations, with the remaining force constants held at 0 K values. Additionally, the anomalous stiffening of the phonon DOS can be largely recreated by incorporating only the thermal trends of the FeII-FeII and FeII-C forces along the b axis.

This confirms that the FeII sublattice plays a crucial role in the anomalous thermal behavior of cementite below Tc. The distinct Fe sites of Fe3C have quite different roles in the thermal phonon behavior of the material. The sites also exhibit differing electron densities of states, which are examined in the Supplemental Material [31].

D. Elastic constants

The elastic constants of cementite are reported to be highly anisotropic at 0 K, but no computational studies have reported the effects of temperature on its elastic moduli [22–24]. Elastic moduli measured at 300 K do not exhibit the extreme shear anisotropy reported from 0 K DFT calculations [25,26]. Our measurements of the Fe pDOS indicate that the acoustic modes stiffen significantly with temperature below the magnetic transition, suggesting significant temperature-driven changes to the elastic constants.

As explained in the Supplemental Material [31], thermal trends for the nine single-crystal elastic constants for orthorhombic cementite were computed using a self-consistent method that relied on calculated interatomic force constants. Six of the nine single crystal elastic constants were also calculated directly from low-energy phonon group velocities with the Christoffel equations [22]. Table I shows the calculated single crystal elastic constants of cementite alongside values from experiments and DFT calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>C_{11}</th>
<th>C_{22}</th>
<th>C_{33}</th>
<th>C_{12}</th>
<th>C_{13}</th>
<th>C_{44}</th>
<th>C_{55}</th>
<th>C_{66}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-consistent*</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christoffel*</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress-strain*</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christoffel [22]</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress-strain [22]</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 8. Fe pDOS from CVFT calculations, convolved with an experimental resolution function, and projected onto the two distinct iron sites. Difference spectra are beneath. The inset shows the low-energy region. Panel (a) shows the Fe I sites (four atoms/unit cell). Panel (b) shows the Fe II sites (eight atoms/unit cell).

The transverse acoustic phonons have their lowest energies along the Γ-Z direction, and this branch stiffens noticeably with temperature, even at low q. The low-energy transverse acoustic phonon stiffening is particularly large at the q point, and this branch stiffens noticeably parallel to the [010] direction. Several other k points along the high symmetry directions were examined, and the thermal stiffening of these modes was correlated with significant phonon polarization along the [010] direction. The two lowest-energy optical modes also show large thermal stiffening near the Γ point, with a 16% phonon energy increase for the lowest point, and a 18% energy increase for the highest point.

The calculated Fe pDOS can be subdivided for the unique Fe sites in the orthorhombic cementite structure (Fig. 8). It is consistent with ultrasonic measurements below 300 K, which show different thermal behaviors of longitudinal and shear sound waves [27], relating to the longitudinal and transverse acoustic branches, respectively.

The transverse acoustic phonons have their lowest energies along the Γ-Z direction, and this branch stiffens noticeably with temperature, even at low q. The low-energy transverse acoustic phonon stiffening is particularly large at the q point, and this branch stiffens noticeably parallel to the [010] direction. Several other k points along the high symmetry directions were examined, and the thermal stiffening of these modes was correlated with significant phonon polarization along the [010] direction. The two lowest-energy optical modes also show large thermal stiffening near the Γ point, with a 16% phonon energy increase for the lowest point, and a 18% energy increase for the highest point.

The calculated Fe pDOS can be subdivided for the unique Fe sites in the orthorhombic cementite structure (Fig. 8).
FIG. 9. Thermal trends of elastic moduli obtained using the self-consistent method with the QH and CVFT calculations.

reported in the literature. Our calculated elastic moduli at 0 K compare well with these prior results, including a $C_{44}$ elastic constant that is quite low. However, the $C_{44}$ elastic constant is related to the acoustic phonon branch along the $\Gamma$-$Z$ direction, which exhibits significant anomalous thermal stiffening. In

TABLE II. Comparison of single crystal elastic moduli (GPa) at 0 K and 400 K calculated by combining both the effects of the QH and CVFT calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>$C_{11}$</th>
<th>$C_{22}$</th>
<th>$C_{33}$</th>
<th>$C_{12}$</th>
<th>$C_{13}$</th>
<th>$C_{23}$</th>
<th>$C_{44}$</th>
<th>$C_{55}$</th>
<th>$C_{66}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 K</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 K</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ (GPa)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. Zener ratios at 0 K and 400 K derived from single crystal elastic moduli in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>$A_1$</th>
<th>$A_2$</th>
<th>$A_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 K</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 K</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ratios equal one in an isotropic crystal, but Table III shows that they are far from one. The ratio $A_1$ is exceptionally low due to the anomalously low $C_{44}$ value of cementite, consistently reported to be near 20 GPa by computational DFT studies [22,24]. The 0 K and 400 K elastic constant values calculated by the self-consistent method were used to obtain the Zener ratios of cementite at 0 K and 400 K. By 400 K, all three Zener ratios have advanced appreciably towards one, indicating that cementite becomes significantly less anisotropic at moderate temperatures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering measurements were performed on $^{57}$Fe$_3$C, cementite, from 14 K to 600 K. Systematic changes in the $^{57}$Fe pDOS were found, including a decrease in energy (softening) and broadening of a feature near 35 meV, and an anomalous increase in energy (stiffening) of acoustic phonons below 12 meV. The average phonon energies were approximately constant to the Curie temperature $T_C$, but then decreased with temperature.

The effects of temperature on the pDOS were interpreted as effects on phonon frequencies from (1) thermal expansion, calculated by density functional theory using lattice dynamics methods in the quasiharmonic approximation (QH), and (2) anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions, calculated by
constant volume finite temperature (CVFT) methods. The CVFT method accounted well for the thermal trends of the $^{57}$Fe pDOS, whereas the QH approximation overestimated the thermal phonon softening. Nevertheless, we expect the presence of both the effects of volume (obtained from QH) and of pure thermal anharmonicity (obtained from CVFT), so we suggest that magnon-phonon interactions contribute a phonon stiffening at the higher temperatures of the ferromagnetic phase. The total vibrational entropy of cementite was obtained for the range of temperatures examined by combining the measured $S_{\text{vib}}(T)$ with a calculated $S_{\text{CM}}(T)$.

The anomalous thermal stiffening of the phonons below 12 meV was predicted well by the CVFT method, which showed thermal stiffening of long-wavelength phonon branches with polarizations along [010]. The anomalous stiffening occurs primarily in the pDOS of the FeII sites. This thermal stiffening originates primarily with changes in the force constant tensors describing the FeII−FeII and the FeII−C interactions.

A self-consistent method was developed to extract all nine single-crystal elastic constants from the calculated phonon behavior. This permitted the computational assessment of the elastic behavior at finite temperatures. The $C_{44}$ elastic constant was confirmed to be quite low at 0 K, but $C_{44}$ increased rapidly with temperature in relation to the thermal stiffening of the $[100]$ transverse acoustic phonon mode with [010] polarization. These thermal changes of $C_{44}$ and other elastic constants reduce the elastic anisotropy of cementite at higher temperatures in the ferromagnetic phase.
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